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ABStrAct
This chapter deals with the use of Applets, which are examples of software applications, combined
with a specific methodology of teaching, based on Paulo Freire’s education concepts. According to his
methods, co-creation between its participants is fundamental for the effectiveness of learning process. In
that way, to promote a cooperative learning, the Applet should have interactive features. The Chemistry
course of Polytechnic School of the University of São Paulo, in which students take in the first semester
of the first year of the engineering course, was the case study. First, a research with the teachers of the
Chemical Engineering Department was carried out, to identify the main problems and difficulties teachers and students face. Then, a topic was selected to be explored with the Applet, which was developed
and applied to a small group of students. To identify the success of this experiment a questionnaire was
created and the results are presented in this chapter. Some conclusions were drawn and the interactive
features of the Applet received a positive feedback.

IntroductIon
Since the sprouting of the personal computers,
around 1980, computer science has been gaining
importance, becoming a supporting instrument for
other daily activities of ours. With the introduction

of computing in a certain area or activity, barriers
and difficulties can be overcome. Consequently,
new paradigms, possibilities and challenges are
created.
In education it is not different, computing is
more and more present, assisting the learning process in a variety of ways, creating new challenges
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that compel us to re-think the way education is
performed, considering new delivery methods instead of only the traditional chalk-and-talk method.
“While we may feel comfortable with traditional
approaches, the new technologies provide us with
the tools to challenge these positions, and open up
the teaching/learning questions for some rethinking” (Roy & Lee, 1999).
With the sprouting of the Internet, it was created what we today understand as the web-based
teaching, a method that brings innumerable benefits and challenges for the educators. There are
many reasons and motivations to develop new
processes of learning and teaching. One of the
most important ones are:
•

•

•

To provide an environment where the student can have access to the studying material and develop his learning in his own
pace and in his own environment.
To provide to the professors quality resources to improve the quality of teaching
and learning.
The increasing growth of the Internet will
promote new possibilities. However, what
educators must inquire themselves is how
to use this new media so that its application
doesn`t consist, only, of a substitution of
the current media.

tEAcHIng mEtHodoLogIES And
tEcHnoLogIES In EducAtIon
To achieve those goals, we have to understand
the problems we are dealing with. Following this
thought, different ways of transmitting knowledge
have been searched before. According to Freire,
“the communication is the relation which becomes effectuated by the co-participation of the
subjects in the act of knowing. It is considered
that the educative process is a particular form of
communication. In the social relations among the
learning subjects, a dialectic synthesis happens,

as moments of a communicative and educative
process, in a given socio-cultural context, which
comprehension requires considering its intersubjective nature, or either, the active participation
of the subjects of the process” (Aragão, 2004).
For being a mean of communication, we cannot
overlook the new communication technologies.
Their development modifies, however, the education, when seen as a media. Or else, today, the
formation is directly related to the way in which
the professor uses the media. Paulo Freire’s vision
is clear in what concerns the active participation
of the student in the learning process. Without
this participation, the learning process becomes a
reproduction of events, cases and facts, previously
lived deeply by the student, what, according to
Freire, can be considered a banking education.
This term comes from the fact that the student
becomes a “bank deposit”, where the professor
“only deposits” the knowledge. Therefore, it becomes of full responsibility of the professor “to
nourish” the deposit and the student only needs
to absorb the maximum of what is presented to
him, for future reproduction.
We know that it is not possible to present all
the knowledge to a student, especially nowadays,
where the barriers of the knowledge are being
broken in a higher and higher speed. But what
happens when this “banking student” comes across
a new and challenging situation? The answer is
simple: he simply cannot face this difficulty, for
this knowledge has never been deposited on him.
Following this line of thought, an education where
the student participates actively, treading his way,
seems more reasonable. Thus, a new perspective
of education would be an active, interactive, dynamic education to build a better learning in spite
of the traditional pedagogical approach, based on
the transmission and reproduction.
“The Digital style produces, obligatorily, not
only the uses of new equipment for the production and apprehension of knowledge, but also
new behaviors of learning, new rationalities,
new percipient stimulus” (Aragão, 2004). Many
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